A drug pocket at the lipid bilayer–potassium channel interface
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Many pharmaceutical drugs against neurological and cardiovascular disorders exert their therapeutic effects by binding to specific sites on voltage-gated ion channels of neurons or cardiomyocytes. To date, all molecules targeting known ion channel sites bind to protein pockets that are mainly surrounded by water. We describe a lipid-protein drug-binding pocket of a potassium channel. We synthesized and electrophysiologically tested 125 derivatives, analogs, and related compounds to dehydroabietic acid. Functional data in combination with docking and molecular dynamics simulations mapped a binding site for small-molecule compounds at the interface between the lipid bilayer and the transmembrane segments S3 and S4 of the voltage-sensor domain. This fundamentally new binding site for small-molecule compounds paves the way for the design of new types of drugs against diseases caused by altered excitability.

INTRODUCTION

Several existing pharmaceutical drugs against epilepsy, cardiac arrhythmia, and pain bind to voltage-gated ion channels to alter their function, thereby reducing cellular excitability (1, 2). Most of these drugs bind to the ion-conducting pore (a in Fig. 1A) to block ion flux (3, 4). A few compounds bind to the gate (b in Fig. 1A) to bend it open (5, 6) or to the top of the voltage-sensor domain (VSD; c in Fig. 1A) to alter the channel’s voltage sensitivity (7–9). These drug-binding sites are defined mainly by protein surfaces and are surrounded by water. Only occasionally do these channel-bound drugs face the lipid bilayer. For instance, small-molecule ary1 sulphonamides, blocking the voltage-gated sodium type 1.7 (NaV1.7) channel, bind between the transmembrane segments S2, S3, and S4 at the center of the VSD, but a flexible tail of the molecule makes contact with a phospholipid (7). Another example is the adamantane compounds that bind to fenestrations of the voltage-gated potassium type 7.1 (Kv7.1) channel, but these fenestrations are only available when KCNE1 accessory subunits are bound to the channel (10).

However, other types of compounds use the lipid bilayer as the major interaction surface: (i) Site-2 and site-5 toxins are hydrophobic compounds, partly using the lipid membrane to exert their effects on NaV channels (11, 12). (ii) Spider toxins bind with high affinity and specificity to the VSD, facing the lipid bilayer, to alter ion channel gating (13, 14). (iii) Hydrophobic and negatively charged polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) illustrate the importance of the negative charge in Fig. 1A) are suggested to dwell in the lipid bilayer and interact with the VSD to electrostatically affect the positively charged voltage sensor (15–18). However, no small-molecule drug-like compound is known to use a major lipid-facing site.

Dehydroabietic acid (DHAA; Fig. 1B) and its derivatives, analogs, and related compounds open Kv and big-conductance Ca2+−activated K (BK) channels (16, 19–21). Halogenation of C12 and small nonpolar side chains on C7 (Fig. 1B) increase the capacity to open a Kv channel (19), but the sites of action are not known and might differ from channel to channel. Here, we searched for the site of interaction (referred to as the binding site throughout this paper) between the resin acids and a Kv channel. We report the first case of small molecules binding mainly to the lipid-exposed VSD surface, opening up the potential for design of new types of disease-curing small-molecule compounds.

RESULTS

Wu32 selectively slows down the closing transition

In total, we have synthesized and electrophysiologically explored 125 compounds (table S1) on the Shaker Kv channel expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes. One hundred micromolar of one of the most potent DHAA derivatives, Wu32 (Fig. 1B), did not affect the opening kinetics of the wild-type (WT) Shaker Kv channel at +50 mV but slowed down the closing kinetics at −50 mV by a factor of 17.3 ± 2.3 (n = 5; Fig. 1C and fig. S1, A and B). Therefore, as a consequence, Wu32 kept the channel in an open state and, thereby, shifted the conductance-versus-voltage [G(V)] curve in the negative direction along the voltage axis (Fig. 1D). The G(V) shift, measured at the 10% level of the maximum conductance in control solution (see Materials and Methods), was −14.7 ± 1.6 mV (n = 10). Two extra, positively charged, arginines at the extracellular end of the voltage sensor S4 (M356R/A359R; together with the wild-type residue R362 they form the active arginine triad, and hence it is called the 3R channel (16, 19)) enhanced the Wu32-induced G(V) shift to −30.0 ± 1.8 mV (n = 8; Fig. 1E), suggesting that the S4 of the VSD is the target for Wu32.

Furthermore, the 3R mutation enhanced the compound effect on the closing kinetics but had no effect on the opening kinetics at positive voltages (Fig. 1F and fig. S1C). These data are consistent with a model where Wu32 binds close to S4 in its activated up state (Fig. 1A) to prevent the downward movement of S4 and the closure of the channel (Fig. 1G). This model predicts a very slow opening at intermediate voltages, which was found experimentally (fig. S1D). Ion channels undergo multiple activation steps before channel opening (22–24). Studies on the ILT mutant (V369I/I372L/S376T)—which separates the early, major charge-carrying steps from the last channel-opening step (25)—showed that, although the gating currents (early steps) are not affected by Wu32, the G(V) (last step) is shifted by −63.9 ± 3.1 mV.
consistent with residue 325 being close to the binding pocket. The

Fig. 1. Wu32 keeps the Shaker KV channel in the open state. (A) Cartoons of a voltage-gated ion channel. a to c are principal drug-binding sites described in the text. Negatively charged polynsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) (in red) attract the gating charges to open the channel. (B) Molecules studied. (C to F and H) Channels as indicated: black, control; red, 100 μM Wu32 (pH = 7.4). Holding voltage \( V_H = -80 \) mV. (C) Representative normalized tail currents at \(-70 \) mV, following a step to \(+50 \) mV. (D) Representative \( G(V) \) shift = \(-16 \) mV. (E) Representative \( G(V) \) shift = \(-29 \) mV. (F) Time constants as indicated. Closed symbols measured from the opening and open symbols measured from the closing. (G) Kinetic scheme for the Shaker KV channel. C, closed states; O, open state; Q, large gating charge; q, small gating charge. (H) ILT-434F (curves to the left): No shift of gating currents \( [V_H = -100 \text{ mV}; \text{mean} \pm \text{SEM (} n = 3) \].) ILT (curves to the right): \( G(V) \) shift = \(-63.9 \pm 3.1 \) mV \( (n = 5) \). Norm., normalized.

\( \text{(n = 5; Fig. 1H). This suggests that Wu32 acts on the } O \rightarrow C \text{ transition (Fig. 1G and fig. S1, E to H).} \)

To quantitatively evaluate the obtained data, we used a simple Shaker KV channel model, which includes four independent and relatively steeply voltage-dependent steps, followed by a common, less voltage-dependent opening step of the channel (15). Imposing a closing step \( (O \rightarrow C \text{ transition}) \) that is 17.3 times slower predicts a voltage shift of the WT \( G(V) \) curve by \(-12.9 \) mV (compared to \(-14.7 \) mV found experimentally), a voltage shift of the ILT \( G(V) \) curve by \(-69.9 \) mV (compared to \(-63.9 \) mV found experimentally), and a voltage shift of the ILT \( Q(V) \) by 0.0 mV (compared to no shift found experimentally). Thus, the experimental data fit exceedingly well with the hypothesis that only the first closing step is affected.

Mutated S3 residues alter the Wu32 effect

Because residues M356R and A359R of the lipid-facing extracellular end of S4 are important for the Wu32-induced \( G(V) \) shift (Fig. 1, D to F), we hypothesized that Wu32 binds close to the extracellular end of S3 to alter the S4 movement, sterically or electrostatically. If so, then the effect of Wu32 should be sensitive to an introduced charge at the extracellular end of S3; a positive charge is expected to deprotonate and/or attract Wu32 to increase the effect, and a negative charge is expected to protonate and/or repel Wu32 to decrease the effect. To test this, we altered the charge of residue 325, which is close to the positive charges of S4 (26). The positively charged cysteine-specific reagent MTSEA\(^+\) \( (2\)-aminoethyl methanethiosulfonate hydrochloride) significantly increased the Wu32-induced \( G(V) \) shift of I325C (Fig. 2A), consistent with residue 325 being close to the binding pocket. The negatively charged cysteine-specific reagent MTSES\(^-\) \( \text([sodium (2-sulfonatoethyl)methanethiosulfonate]) \) significantly reduced the effect (Fig. 2A), as expected from an electrostatic effect. This suggests that Wu32 binds close to residue 325 in the top of S3.

If Wu32 binds close to the top of S3, then it is possible that some residues of S3 directly interact with Wu32. To explore this, we mutated all residues in the extracellular half of S3 to small and polar cysteines, which are not present in the WT. Five out of 15 tested mutations significantly altered (increased) the compound-induced \( G(V) \) shift (Fig. 2B, in red). The increase in the \( G(V) \) shift can be caused by either an increased affinity of the compound to the channel or an increased efficacy. However, because saturation of the dose-response curves was not reached in the concentration range that is possible to explore [up to 300 μM (19)], it has not been possible to unequivocally decide on efficacy versus affinity. The increase in effect suggests that the cysteine mutations either (i) structurally alter the binding pocket to indirectly alter the affinity and/or efficacy or (ii) alter hydrogen bonding to directly alter the affinity and/or efficacy of Wu32. Three of these residues (I318C, P322C, and T326C) point toward S4 (Fig. 2C), whereas two residues (I320C and F324C) point toward S2. Residue 325, used for the electrostatic investigation above, is located between the two clusters, pointing toward the lipid bilayer (Fig. 2C). Thus, it is possible that Wu32 binds in the S2/S3 cleft, the S3/S4 cleft, or in both.

The largest mutation effect was found for P322C, possibly depending on a major alteration in S3. The proline in S3 is rather conserved among KV channels (12) and makes S3 bend (27, 28). We hypothesize that the P322C mutation straightens S3 to better accommodate Wu32 in a pocket. If residue 322 directly points toward the binding site for
Shaker KV channel in the open state (side view) (multiple comparison test). Wu32-amine (Wu165; Fig. 3B) pH-dependently shifted the effect, then a positive charge should have the opposite effect; a
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Wu32, then a bulkier residue (making the pocket shallower) is expected to decrease the effect. The P322W mutation, which is bulkier, reduced the G(V) shift of Wu32 (Fig. 2D). Thus, the S3 mutations are consistent with Wu32 binding in a pocket between S3 and S4, but the alternative site between S2 and S3 has not been refuted so far.

There are electrostatic interactions between the resin acid and S4

The effects described above can be explained by a state-dependent binding to the open state. However, it is also clear that the charge of the compound is critical for the effect; the DHAA derivative–induced G(V) shifts are pH-dependent (Fig. 3A and Fig. S2), suggesting that a fully charged molecule is needed for maximum effect; an uncharged molecule lacks effect. This is supported by the finding that a permanently charged DHAA analog (Wu164) at pH 7.4 shifts the G(V) equally as much as DHAA at pH 9 and 10 (Fig. S2, A and B). A central question is whether the charge is critical for the binding (affinity) or for the effect (efficacy) of the G(V) shift. If there is an electrostatic interaction causing the effect, then a positive charge should have the opposite effect; a Wu32-amine (Wu165; Fig. 3B) pH-dependently shifted the G(V) in a positive direction along the voltage axis (Fig. 3A), thus supporting an electrostatic effect.

Because there is an electrostatic interaction between the DHAA derivative and S4, an alteration of the charge structure of the extra-cellular end of S4 should affect the G(V) shift in a systematic way. To explore this, we inserted a positively charged arginine in the positions 356 to 362, one by one, in the background of R362Q (a channel with no charge between residues 356 and 364). Wu32 shifted the G(V) of R362Q by −32.0 ± 2.0 mV (n = 8; Fig. 3C). For the WT and 3R Shaker Kv channels, the closing kinetics, but not the opening kinetics, of R362Q were affected by Wu32 (fig. S3). Arginines in positions 359 or 360 increased the absolute shift, whereas arginines in positions 357, 361, or 362 decreased the shift (Fig. 3D). A simple model could explain these effects if electrostatic attractions between Wu32 and an arginine at positions 359 or 360 rotate S4 clockwise to open the channel (16), whereas attractions between Wu32 and arginines in positions 357, 361, or 362 rotate S4 counterclockwise to close the channel (Fig. 3, E to F). The direction of this rotation is consistent with what has been reported before (23, 29). An arginine at position 356 (M356R/R362Q) did not change the effect of Wu32 compared to R362Q (Fig. 3D), probably because 356 is reaching out into the extracellular water and is screened by extracellular ions. To further test these electrostatic interactions, we altered the charge for the most sensitive positions (359, 360, and 361) to negatively charged glutamates. As expected, a glutamate in positions 359 or 360 decreased the Wu32-induced G(V) shift, and a glutamate in position 361 increased the Wu32-induced G(V) shift (Fig. 3G). For the S4 mutants, there was a close correlation between the effects of Wu32 and DHAA (Fig. 3H), suggesting a common binding site, but Wu32 is six times more efficient. An interesting implication of the data presented here is that channels lacking R1 (=R362) might be more sensitive to DHAA derivatives and analogs. The electrostatic data strongly support a binding site for DHAA and Wu32 in the S3/S4 cleft (Fig. 3F) while refuting a binding site in the S2/S3 cleft.

Resin acids act quantitatively different on kinetics

Whereas Wu32 had a very large effect on the closing kinetics (Fig. 1, C and F), the effect of DHAA was much smaller despite shifting the G(V) curve substantially along the voltage axis (Fig. 4A). DHAA behaves as if it exerts a pure electrostatic effect with no additional effects on gating. This is similar to what has been described for PUFAs (15, 16, 30). If the G(V) curve is shifted by −12 mV, then the corresponding time constant−versus−voltage curve (Fig. 4B) is also expected to be shifted by −12 mV along the voltage axis. This means that the opening kinetics is slightly speeded up (by a factor of 1.5 to 2) and that the closing kinetics is slightly slowed down (also by a factor of 1.5 to 2; Fig. 4, A and B). We envision that Wu32, possibly because of its methyloxime group (Fig. 1B), has a deeper and tighter binding to the S3/S4 cleft than DHAA, with an additional allosteric effect on the closing kinetics. To find a DHAA derivative with an even tighter binding to the channel suitable for molecular docking, we therefore searched for a compound with a large effect on the closing kinetics. All compounds with G(V) shifts larger than |−20| mV (table S1) were investigated for their effects on the closing kinetics; some compounds deviated from the predicted electrostatic effects (Fig. 4C, black line, and fig. S4), suggesting an additional allosteric effect. The compound with the largest effect on the closing kinetics was Wu122 with a methyloxime group at C7 and a cyclopropyl group at C12 (Fig. 4D).

Molecular docking supports the S3/S4 cleft as binding site

Both the experimental data above and previous simulations of PUFAs point to a tentative binding pocket in the cleft between S3 and S4 (17). An initial 500-ns molecular dynamics simulation of the Shaker WT in a membrane with several Wu122 molecules placed outside the subunits.
Fig. 3. Electrostatic interactions between S4 and the DHAA derivatives. All compounds 100 μM (pH 7.4 if not otherwise stated). (A) pH dependence for G(V) shifts. Data are means ± SEM (n = 4 to 8). (B) Molecular structure of the amine (Wu165) in (A). (C) Black, control; red, Wu32. G(V) shift = −33 mV. (D) Wu32-induced G(V) shifts for arginine mutants. Data are means ± SEM (n = 4 to 10). G(V) shifts are compared with R362Q (white bar, black line): gray bars, not different from R362Q; blue bars, significantly smaller than R362Q; red bars, significantly larger than R362Q. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA together with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test). (E) Mutated residues as space fill in one VSD of the Shaker KV channel in the open state. Coloring as in (D). (F) Schematic illustration of S4 rotation during last (opening) step. The red symbol denotes a position consistent with data. (G) Effects of glutamate mutations (red bars) on Wu32-induced shifts, compared to arginine mutations (blue bars) from (D). Data are means ± SEM (n = 4 to 6). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA together with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test). (H) Wu32-induced G(V) shifts from (D) versus DHAA-induced G(V) shifts. Data are means ± SEM (n = 4 to 10), slope = 5.7. Wu32 data in (A), WT data in (D) and (H) from the study of Ottosson et al. (19).

confirmed this, with two-thirds of all residue interactions and all high-probability interactions occurring in the S3/S4 cleft (fig. S5, A and B). Because all results point to the S3/S4 region, a docking grid was selected to cover three sites along the vertical axis of the S3/S4 cleft of the WT Shaker KV channel. This does not include intersubunit locations, and hence, it was sufficient to use a single VSD for the docking. The poses with the highest predicted scores differed in the preferred orientation of Wu122 relative to the channel (fig. S5C). The results were further evaluated by subjecting the Shaker-Wu122 complexes to molecular dynamics simulations to assess the ability of each structure to maintain its predicted pose. In all simulations, Wu122 moved to orientations similar to one of the docked poses with the compound accommodating itself near the S3-S4 linker, with the charged carboxylic group steered toward the S3/S4 cleft and the important C7 side chain (19) pointing into the hydrophobic core of this region (Fig. 5, A to C, and fig. S5D). Although there are significant fluctuations of the S3-S4 linker, the S3/S4 segments stay quite stable during relaxation, with only a slight widening of the cleft with Wu122 bound (fig. S6, A and B). In particular, I318 and T326 are partly accessible to the lipid environment, with only minor changes related to Wu122 binding (fig. S6C).

The poses of Wu122 with the charged group buried in the membrane changed early in the simulations, with the compound reorienting itself and floating up like a cork to the surface. This explains why podocarpic acid (an analog of DHAA) with a polar hydroxyl group at C12 did not have any effect on the Shaker KV channel (19). In terms of the interactions between the channel and the Wu122 compound, a number of electrostatic networks mediated by sodium ions appear to involve acidic residues (E333, E334, E335, and D336) located on the...
**DISCUSSION**

In summary, we have identified small molecules binding to a new lipid-facing pocket in a Kv channel, formed by S3 and the sliding voltage sensor S4, and modulating channel function. The overall data also suggest some general properties of potent compounds; there is a strong correlation between log \( P \) and the compound-induced \( G(V) \) shift for DHAA (Fig. 6A). Data are means \( \pm \) SEM (n = 4 to 11). ***P < 0.0001 (t test).

S3-S4 linker mediated by the sodium ions in the system, and a few hydrogen bonds formed with residues T329, S351, Q354, and S357 (fig. S5B). However, attempts to break some of the bonds did not reduce the compound-induced \( G(V) \) shift (fig. S7), suggesting that multiple interactions are formed or that the loss of negatively charged residues might be compensated by electrostatic interactions with lipid head groups.

**Side chain differences of the resin acids alter function**

If the DHAA derivatives fit well in the S3/S4 cleft, then the compound-induced \( G(V) \) shift should be sensitive to small structural alterations around C7. Chirality alterations of a nitro group at C7 induced a large effect (Fig. 6B). The increased \( G(V) \)-shifting property of Wu170 compared to DHAA (Fig. 6B) parallels an increased slowing of the closing kinetics (fig. S8). Thus, the chirality of the carboxyl group of Wu170 is a key factor to increase the effect of DHAA derivatives to stabilize the K channel in the open state.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Molecular biology and expression of ion channels**

The Shaker H4 channel (32), with removed N-type inactivation (ShH4IR) (33), is called the WT Shaker Kv channel. The conducting ILT mutant (V369I/I372L/S376T) (25) and the nonconducting ILT mutant (referred to as 434-ILT; C245V/V369I/I372L/S376T/C426A/W434F) were provided by E. Isacoff (University of California, Berkeley, CA). Mutagenesis, complementary RNA injection, and oocyte storage were performed according to the procedures described previously (15, 16, 19, 34). All animal experiments were approved by the Linköping's local Animal Care and Use Committee, and the experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.
Electrophysiology
Currents were measured with the two-electrode voltage-clamp technique (GeneClamp 500B amplifier, Digidata 1440A digitizer, and pClamp 10 software; Molecular Devices) 1 to 6 days after injection of RNA. The amplifier’s leak and capacitance compensation were used, and currents were low-pass-filtered at 5 kHz. All experiments were performed at room temperature (20° to 23°C). The holding voltage was set to −80 mV (−120 mV for the L361R/R362Q mutant), and steady-state currents were achieved by stepping to voltages between −80 and +50 mV (adjusted for some of the mutants) for 100 ms in 5-mV increments (between −80 and +160 mV for 300 ms in 10-mV increments for the ILT channel). The activation pulse was followed by a pulse (−20 mV; adjusted for some of the mutants) to analyze closing kinetics. OFF gating currents of 434-ILT mutant were measured by first stepping to −120 mV for 100 ms, then to prepulse voltages between −120 mV and +10 mV in 5-mV increments, and finally to −100 mV for 200 ms. Capacitance compensation for the gating current measurements was carried out from a holding voltage of 0 mV.

The control solution contained 88 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 15 mM Hepes, 0.4 mM CaCl2, and 0.8 mM MgCl2. pH was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH, yielding a final sodium concentration of about 100 mM. Control solution was added using a gravity-driven perfusion system. Compounds (DHAA and its derivatives and analogs) were initially dissolved in 100 mM dimethyl sulfoxide and stored at −20°C and were subsequently diluted to the desired test concentration in control solution. The compound solution was added to the bath using a syringe.

Analysis of electrophysiological data
The electrophysiological data were processed and analyzed by Clampfit 10.5 (Molecular Devices) and GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software).

Estimation of the G(V) shift
The conductance G(V) was calculated as

\[ G(V) = \frac{I}{(V - V_{rev})} \tag{1} \]

where I is the average current from the steady-state phase at the end of each pulse (100 or 200 ms after onset of pulse), V is the absolute membrane voltage, and V_{rev} is the reversal potential for the Kv channel (set to −80 mV). Equation 1 assumes that the current through an open Kv channel follows Ohm’s law. This is not always true. Instead, in some preparations, the current through an open Kv channel follows the constant-field equation (35) or, as it is also called, the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation (36). However, whether we use Eq. 1 or the GHK equation does not affect the conclusion. Simulation of data shows that the error depending on the choice of analysis is at most 1% (fig. S10).

These data were fitted to a Boltzmann equation

\[ G(V) = A / \left(1 + \exp \left(\frac{(V_{mid} - V)/s}{n} \right) \right)^n \tag{2} \]

where A is the amplitude of the curve, V is the absolute membrane voltage, V_{mid} is the midpoint, s is the slope, and n is an exponent set to 4 (30).

The most marked effects of the DHAA derivatives and analogs investigated in the present study were negative shifts of the G(V) curve along the voltage axis. If there is no alteration in slope or amplitude, as sometimes reported for PUFAs (37), then the shift can be measured at any level of the G(V) curve, always giving the same results. However, for some compounds and mutated channels, the effect cannot be described by a simple translation of the G(V) curve; there is a combination of an amplitude increase and a shift of the G(V) curve (16, 19). The shift of the G(V) curve can either be determined (i) by calculating the difference between V_{half} in control solution and V_{half} in compound solution or (ii) by determining the shift at the foot of the curve without a normalization of the curve (30). Because our focus was to find, explore, and design compounds altering excitability, the shift of the foot of the G(V) curve is most important (30), and therefore, we have measured the G(V) shift at the 10% level of the maximum conductance in control solution (30). Furthermore, in some cases, the 10% method (ii) is more accurate than the V_{half} method (i) (fig. S10).

However, although there is a substantial alteration in the amplitude of the curve, the 10% method is insensitive to this alteration. The “error,” depending on what we mean by correct estimation, at the 10% level compared to the alteration in V_{half} can be derived from Eq. 2 (for derivation, see Supplementary Methods)

\[ \Delta V_{error} = s \ln \left( \left(10^{-1/n} - 1 \right) - \ln \left( \left(10\left(A_{cmpd}/A_{cntrl}\right)\right)^{1/n} - 1 \right) \right) \tag{3} \]

A_{cmpd}/A_{cntrl} is the relative effect on G_{max} by the compound. If s = 6 mV, n = 4, and the amplitude is less than doubled (A_{cmpd}/A_{cntrl} = 2), then the error is less than 2.2 mV. Because the amplitude increment is smaller, the error is negligible, and thus, we used the 10% level to determine the shift.

Estimation of the Q(V) shift
Q(V) was analyzed by integrating the OFF gating current before and after compound application. The gating charge was normalized (relative to current at −30 mV) and plotted against the prepulse voltage.

Estimation of time constants
The time constant τ for closing kinetics for short closure pulses (20 ms) was calculated from a single exponential function

\[ I(t) = (A_1 e^{(-t/\tau_1)}) + C \tag{4} \]

where A_1 is the amplitude, τ_1 is the time constants, t is the time, and C is a constant. The fit was performed by using Clampfit 10.5 (Levenberg-Marquardt search method; precision, 10^{-6} with a maximum of 5000 iterations). In some cases, we used longer pulses and fitted a double exponential function

\[ I(t) = (A_1 e^{(-t/\tau_1)}) + (A_2 e^{(-t/\tau_2)}) + C \tag{5} \]

where A_1 and A_2 are amplitudes, τ_1 and τ_2 are time constants, t is the time, and C is a constant. A weighted τ value was calculated

\[ \tau_{weighted} = \frac{(A_1 \tau_1 + A_2 \tau_2)}{(A_1 + A_2)} \tag{6} \]

The error was calculated according to the propagation of error according to the variance formula.

Chemical properties of the compounds
To draw chemical structures and to calculate pK_a and log P values, we used Marvin [Marvin Suite 16.12.9, 2016, ChemAxon (http://chemaxon.com)]. pK_a values for the acids were calculated using...
Calculation Plugin (mode, macro; acid/base prefix, dynamic; minimum basic pKₐ, -5; maximum acidic pKₐ, 12; temperature, 298 K; correction library, used). Log P values were calculated using Calculation Plugin (method, consensus; electrolyte concentrations, 0.1 mol/dm³).

Docking protocol
An open-state model of the WT Shaker Kᵥ channel was built from the Kᵥ1.2/2.1 chimera (Protein Data Bank 2R9R) (27) and relaxed in a pure phosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer with parameters and setup as previously described (17). The most potent compound, Wu122, was used for the docking study. A single subunit was used for docking, removing water, ions, and lipids present in the simulation. Aspartic acid, glutamic acid, arginine, and lysine residues had protonation states corresponding to pH 7, whereas histidine residues were neutral with protonation determined by the local hydrogen bonding network.

Docking was performed with DOCK 3.6 (38), using a flexible ligandsampling algorithm to overlay docked molecules onto binding-site matching spheres. The coordinates of a Shaker-bound PUFA in a proposed interaction site from previous work (17) was selected as a reference for the binding site. To improve the exploration of the interaction site, we separated the cleft into three distinct putative binding sites at different vertical positions. This allowed a total of 120 matching spheres to distinguish each binding site. The spheres were also labeled for chemical matching based on the local receptor environment (39). Bin size, overlap, and distance tolerance were set to 0.3, 0.1, and 1.4 Å, respectively (for both the matching spheres and the docked molecules). A physics-based scoring function was used for the ligand conformations that had passed the initial steric filter. The highest-scoring conformation of each docked molecule was subjected to 100 steps of rigid-body minimization. The score for each conformation was calculated as the sum of the receptor-ligand electrostatic and van der Waals interaction energy, corrected for ligand desolvation (evaluated from precalculated grids). The three-dimensional map of the electrostatic potential in the binding site was prepared using the Waals interaction energy, corrected for ligand desolvation (evaluated as previously reported (17)).

To initially assess the Shaker regions where Wu122 might interact and investigate a preferred binding mode and define the binding pocket, we subjected complete Shaker tetramers with Wu122 either placed in each subunit or docked to the VSD to molecular dynamics simulations in a POPC bilayer (17). To enhance sampling of preferred channel-ligand poses, each Wu122 pose was copied to all subunits of the channel. For the docked poses, this resulted in three different systems, with each system containing a tetrameric Shaker Kᵥ channel and four Wu122 molecules in different positions along the vertical axis of the S3–S4 cavity, surrounded by 430 POPC lipids and roughly 36,000 TIP3P waters. Each system was neutralized with 0.1 M NaCl. The systems were first relaxed with restraint applied to the Wu122 molecules for 100 ns, followed by an additional 100 ns where the position restraints on the Wu122 molecules were applied to the z coordinates only. Finally, all restraints were removed, and the systems were simulated for 200 ns. Force field parameters for the Wu122 compound were obtained from the multipurpose atom-type for CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics; MATCH) server (44), which uses libraries of topology and parameter files in existing force fields for extrapolation to the new molecules consistent with the parameterization strategy within a given force field. The default CHARMM General Forcefield (top_all36_cgenff) was used for partial charges and parameterization. Simulations were performed using a development version of GROMACS (45, 46) using 2-fs time steps and settings as previously reported (17).

Compound synthesis
The complete description of compound synthesis is found in Supplementary Methods.

Statistical analysis
Average values are expressed as means ± SEM. When comparing two compound-induced shifts, a two-tailed unpaired t test was used. When comparing compound-induced shifts with control, one-way ANOVA together with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test was used. When comparing groups, one-way ANOVA together with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison tests was used. Correlation analysis was done by Pearson’s correlation test and linear regression. P < 0.05 is considered significant for all tests.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/10/e1701099/DC1
Supplementary Methods

fig. S1. Wu32 affects the closure step.
fig. S2. The charge of the resin acid is required for G(V) shifting effects.
fig. S3. Wu32 affects closure but not opening.
fig. S4. Small effects of DHA and DHAA on kinetics.
fig. S5. Molecular dynamics identifies an interaction site between S3, S4, and the lipid bilayer.
fig. S7. The negatively charged cluster EEED333-336 is not important for compound-induced G(V) shifts.
fig. S8. Wu170 affects closure but not opening.
fig. S9. Correlation analysis for 3R Shaker Kᵥ channel.
fig. S10. The method to calculate conductance (or permeability) does not affect the estimated G(V) shift.

table S1. Properties of synthesized compounds. References (47–51).
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